Glyoxalases activity during Bufo bufo embryo development.
In this work we have investigated the expression of glyoxalase I (GLO I) and glyoxalase II (GLO II) activities during Bufo bufo embryo development and in some tissues of both male and female adult animals, in order to study how they correlate with cell proliferation and differentiation. The results show that both the activities are expressed at significant levels from the earliest developmental stages, reaching the highest values at the end of embryonic development (stage 25). The GLO I/GLO II ratio is very high at the beginning of the development and then gradually decreases as the development goes on. These data emphasize the importance of GLO I activity in the phases in which elevated cell division is taking place. In the differentiated tissues, a peculiar sexual dimorphism in both GLO I and GLO II activities, with higher values in female than in male, was found. GLO I embryonic activity levels are comparable to those found in female differentiated tissues, but significantly higher than those detected in male differentiated tissues. On the contrary, the GLO II activities found in the adult tissues were always higher than those found in embryos. These results further support the idea that high GLO I/GLO II ratios are a characteristic of the proliferative status, which assures a good scavenging action against the potentially cytotoxic and cytostatic effect of methylglyoxal.